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Partitioned SSD
• An SSD is typically split into multiple partitions
▫ Different partitions accommodate different types of data;
▫ It reduces write amplification;
▫ It improves performance;



Partition Utilization
• We noticed the utilizations of the two partitions may 

noticeably vary over time.

Fin1 trace [1] prn0 in MSR traces [2]

• The utilization of one partition affects the garbage 
collection overhead.

[1] J. Boukhobza, I. Khetib, and P. Olivier, “Characterization of OLTP i/o workloads for dimensioning embedded write cache for flash memories: A case study," in MEDI, Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag, 
2011,
[2] D. Narayanan, A. Donnelly, and A. Rowstron, “Write off-loading: Practical power management for enterprise storage," Trans. Storage, vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 10:1-10:23, Nov. 2008.



How to partition an SSD?
▫ To minimize the write amplification (WA);

▫ To maximize the overall performance.

They are not mutually exclusive.
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Garbage Collection Cost
• Hot partition:

Page copy cost

Block erase cost

Hot partition utilization

Number of pages in a block

• Cold partition:

  ecold_pcpccold_gc CCNμC +⋅⋅=

• After a garbage collection, there are 
and  pc N⋅− )1( µ free pages left in a free block in 
hot partition and cold partition, respectively.
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Page Programming Cost
• Hot partition:

• Cold partition:

• The page write cost is a function of utilization.
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Partition Utilization

• The utilization of a victim block ( �𝜇𝜇) is typically lower than
that of a partition because the victim block has the lowest
number of valid pages.
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Data Migration Cost
• Cold partition to hot partition:
▫ Hot data is mis-dispatched onto the cold partition.
▫ Its update can be re-distributed to the hot partition.
▫ The migration cost is zero.

• Hot partition to cold partition:
▫ Cold data is mis-dispatched onto the hot partition.
▫ Cold data is seldom updated.

• Detecting process consumes processor time, which is 
trivial compared with flash write operation.



The Programming Cost Model
• A Dynamic Partitioning Method

• The initial hot and cold partition 
capacities are:         and              .

Assume that hot partition capacity is 
increased by     . Therefore, cold partition 
size is decreased by      .



The Programming Cost Model

• After re-partitioning, utilization of each partition 
becomes:

• The lower and upper bound 



The Programming Cost Model

• Assume that θ percent of total data are classified as hot data. 
Also assume that λ percent hot data are mis-dispatched.

• Initial hot and cold partition 
utilization: μh=μc=0.8;

• θ=0.3; 
• λ=0.01.

The overhead of GC in
cold partition dominants
the overall cost.

The overhead of GC in
hot partition dominants
the overall cost.



Model Verification
• ComboFTL [1] on our FPGA evaluation board.

[1] S. Im and D. Shin. ComboFTL: Improving performance and lifespan of MLC flash memory using SLC flash buffer. 
Journal of Systems Architecture,56(12):641-653, 2010.

• (1) same trend in performance change
• (2) the hardware evaluation results are consistently larger



The BROMS FTL

• Architecture of BROMS

Multiple GC selections:
(1) It does not reclaim any used

blocks. It simply grabs an erased
from the other partition.

(2) Valid data in the victim block
are moved to the other partition.

(3) Valid data in the victim block
are moved within one partition (i.e.,
normal GC).



Hardware Evaluation 

• Two 8 GB MLC flash memory devices;
• 10% of the total number of blocks forms an over-

provisioned space;
• 30% of the rest flash capacity is allocated for the hot

partition.



Hardware Evaluation 

• A comparison between ComboFTL and BROMS under hm_0



Summary

• Different workloads running on a fixed partitioning
configuration lead to various levels of performance;

• We demonstrate that for each workload there always exists a
best partition configuration that offers optimal overall
performance;

• A dynamic partitioning method is developed to help an
SSD deliver its best performance;

• Our BROMS demonstrates the effectiveness of the
dynamic partitioning method.



Thank You!
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